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December 11, 2013 

Richard Corey, Executive Officer 

Air Resources Board  

1001 I St.  

Sacramento, CA 95814 

 

Dear Mr. Corey,  

New Phase 1 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission Standards 

The California Trucking Association (CTA) supports a nationwide standard for the reasons 

illustrated by staff in the Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR). Due to the interstate nature of the 

trucking industry, California-only standards typically disadvantage California-based motor carriers 

thereby decreasing the State’s economic competitiveness. Therefore, we applaud CARB’s choice to 

harmonize with the EPA/NHTSA standards and would encourage CARB to work cooperatively with 

EPA/NHTSA to ensure 50-State Phase 2 standards are promulgated. 

Amendments to CARB’s Existing GHG Tractor-Trailer Regulation 

CTA supports the recommendation to sunset the requirements applicable to new 2014 sleeper cab 

and day cab tractors, however, we must reiterate our opposition to this regulation as the 

underlying analysis to justify its initial passage was flawed.  

Please see our attached October 15th, 2013 letter to the Federal EPA for more details.  

New Optional Low Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) Emission Standards for Heavy-Duty Engines  

CTA supports staff’s proposed three-tier approach for setting the optional lox NOx standard. As 

noted in staff’s projections in Table 9, a very small subset of engines will likely be certified to a .05 

or .02g/bhp-hr standard.  
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The California Energy Commission estimates that natural gas trucking could displace roughly 4-

10% of the diesel fuel consumed in California a year. Therefore, we agree with staff’s conservative 

adoption estimates for the two lower NOx optional standards. To the extent that, at least in the 

initial years, these engines will require natural gas as a fuel, there are still significant infrastructure, 

cost and operational hurdles towards widespread adoption on a statewide basis. Widely available 

lower NOx diesel engines will accrue greater overall emission reduction benefits even if certified at 

.1g/bhp-hr.   

 

However, we would suggest that staff provide more detail regarding its vision of how lower NOx 

engines will be incentivized. Manufacturers will be reluctant to utilize an optional certification if 

they do not believe market demand will materialize for these engines.  Staff provided some initial 

concepts for incentivization:  

1. Carl Moyer Attainment Program Funding 

 We support staff’s suggestion to raise the fleet size limit to more than 10 for the 

purchase of optional low NOx-certified engines. It stands to reason that larger fleets 

will be more likely to act as early adopters.  

 Staff notes that maximum funding for new vehicle purchase projects is 25 percent of 

the incremental cost, however, the statute governing the Carl Moyer Program is 

more permissive. Health and Safety Code Section 44283(e) reads (e)  “A grant shall 

not be made that, net of taxes, provides the applicant with funds in excess of the 

incremental cost of the project. Incremental lease costs may be capitalized according 

to guidelines adopted by the state board so that these incremental costs may be 

offset by a one-time grant award.” We would suggest that ARB revisit its policy 
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which restricts funding to 25 percent for new vehicle purchase projects as, due to 

Truck and Bus Rule compliance timelines, the supply of vehicle replacement 

projects may be limited after the 2015 timeframe.  

 We also support the concept of a weighting factor to recognize the technology 

advancement benefits of these projects.  

2.  Proposition 1B  

 CTA supports the inclusion of a technology neutral optional low NOx-certified 

engine truck replacement and repower option in the next Prop 1B guideline update, 

but would push CARB staff to prioritize Cleaire substrate replacement projects prior 

to taking on new commitments 

3. Truck and Bus Regulation  

 The existing provision in the Truck and Bus Rule (which provides credit to allow a 

fleet to treat another vehicle as PM BACT compliant until 1/1/2017) is unlikely to 

incentivize purchase of optional low NOx-certified engines since they will not be 

available until the post-2015 timeframe.  

 Staff does not elaborate on further future amendments to the rule, but CTA would 

suggest performing outreach to the trucking industry to discuss how, if at all, the 

rule’s backend requirements could be amended. CTA is still concerned with the 

enforceability and fairness of the rule as written today. Further amendments to the 

rule need to be carefully considered by CARB staff. Such amendments could include 

more compliance time for 2007-2009 model year engines.  

Also, delaying introducing a longer engine warranty will hurt introduction of low NOx-certified 

engines. The warranty issue serves as a surrogate for the underlying issue regarding the 

importance of engine reliability for the trucking industry. This issue was covered at some length in 

2012 by the American Truck Dealers1:  

However, data suggests that DPF and trap maintenance intervals have occurred much more 

often than projected, at $300-500 per service. This is particularly true for units in vocational 

use. Moreover, the lost earnings associated with trucks out of service, due to reliability issues, 

far exceed any service and parts costs associated with these mandates  

… 

For example, it has been reported that for the eighth largest carrier in the U.S., “maintenance 

costs for Schneider’s 2007 model trucks were about 28.2% higher than vehicles manufactured 

before October 2002. 

 Reliability is critical for commercial fleets and owner-operators both because of the costs of 

keeping trucks in operation and the even greater potential costs associated with out-of-service  
                                                             
1 A LOOK BACK AT EPA’S COST AND OTHER IMPACT PROJECTIONS FOR MY 2004-2010 HEAVY-DUTY TRUCK 
EMISSIONS STANDARDS 

http://www.nadafrontpage.com/upload/wysiwyg/NADA-ATD-A%20Look%20Back%20at%20EPA%E2%80%99s%20Cost%20and%20other%20Impact%20Projections%20for%20MY%202004-2010%20Heavy-Duty%20Truck%20Emissions%20Standards.pdf
http://www.nadafrontpage.com/upload/wysiwyg/NADA-ATD-A%20Look%20Back%20at%20EPA%E2%80%99s%20Cost%20and%20other%20Impact%20Projections%20for%20MY%202004-2010%20Heavy-Duty%20Truck%20Emissions%20Standards.pdf
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equipment. In addition to higher truck prices and operating costs, anticipated reliability issues 

are often cited as contributing to the marketplace disruptions discussed herein. 

Low NOx-certified engine technology will need to prove reliable to find wide acceptance among 

fleet operators as upfront incentives may not adequately mitigate motor carrier costs (real or 

perceived) associated with maintenance and downtime.  

Anti-Idling Amendments 

CTA would like to echo the American Trucking Associations’ comments on the proposed anti-idling 

amendments. While CTA supports compliance with CARB rules, we are concerned that ARB’s 

proposed amendments may add unnecessary levels of complexity to the idling enforcement 

process. We are happy to see that initial concepts which would have held facilities responsible for 

idling on their property have been removed, but would suggest that some additional amendments 

may need to be considered to accomplish CARB staff goals without causing more unnecessary 

confusion and wasting of extremely limited CARB enforcement resources.  

CTA staff is happy to work with CARB staff on further amendments to the rule to ensure that idling 

laws are fairly applied.  

If you have any questions about the above comments, please feel free to contact Chris Shimoda, 

Manager of Environmental Policy at cshimoda@caltrux.org. 

Thank You,  

 

Chris Shimoda, Manager of Environmental Policy 

(916)373-3504 

 

mailto:cshimoda@caltrux.org
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